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Spatial Throughput Characterization for Intelligent Reflecting Surface

Aided Multiuser System

Jiangbin Lyu, Member, IEEE, and Rui Zhang, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Intelligent Reflecting Surface (IRS) has been recently
proposed as a promising solution to enhance the spectral and energy
efficiency of future wireless networks by tuning a massive number
of low-cost passive reflecting elements and thereby constructing
favorable wireless propagation environment. Different from the
prior works that focus on link-level performance optimization for
IRS-aided wireless systems, this letter characterizes the spatial
throughput of a single-cell multiuser system aided by multiple
IRSs that are randomly deployed in the cell. It is shown by
simulation that our analysis is valid and the IRS-aided system
outperforms the full-duplex relay-aided counterpart system in
terms of spatial throughput when the number of IRSs exceeds
a certain value. Moreover, it is shown that different deploying
strategies for IRSs/active relays should be adopted for their
respective throughput maximization. Finally, it is revealed that
given the total number of reflecting elements for IRSs, the system
spatial throughput increases when fewer IRSs are deployed each
with more reflecting elements, but at the cost of more spatially
varying user rates.

Index Terms—Intelligent reflecting surface (IRS), multi-IRS mul-
tiuser system, network throughput, optimal deployment, stochastic
geometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent Reflecting Surface (IRS) is a promising solution

to achieve spectral and energy efficient, and yet cost-effective

wireless networks in the future, by smartly reconfiguring the

wireless propagation environment that is traditionally deemed to

be random and uncontrollable [1], [2]. By controlling the signal

reflection via a massive number of low-cost passive elements,

each being able to induce an amplitude and/or phase change

to the incident signal independently, IRS can achieve various

useful functions such as three-dimensional (3D) passive beam-

forming, spatial interference nulling and/or cancellation, and so

on. Compared to the conventional active relaying/beamforming,

IRS requires much lower hardware cost and energy consumption

due to passive reflection, and yet operates spectral efficiently

in full-duplex (FD) without the need of costly self-interference

cancellation (SIC) [3].

The research on IRS is still at its early stage, but has recently

attracted a great deal of attention. The existing works on IRS-

aided wireless systems mainly address challenges at the link

level with given locations of one or more IRSs, which show

that the IRS-aided system can achieve significant power saving

or spectral efficiency improvement over the traditional system
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Fig. 1: IRS-aided multiuser communication in a single cell.

without IRS, by optimizing the IRS reflection coefficients [4]–

[9]. In [10], the authors compare the system performance aided

by one single IRS or an active decode-and-forward (DF) relay

deployed at the same location, which, however, ignores the fact

that in practice the deployment strategy for active relay and

passive IRS should be different. The authors in [11] consider

a multi-IRS-assisted system in which multiple IRSs at given

locations adapt their phase shifts to minimize the user’s outage

probability. In [12], the authors investigate a single-cell multi-

user system aided by multiple co-located intelligent surfaces

(equivalent to a single large IRS). However, the above works

consider either a single IRS or multiple IRSs at given locations,

and have not addressed the multi-IRS deployment issue, which

is practically important for IRS-aided wireless systems [1].

In this letter, we consider a single-cell system with one base

station (BS) serving multiple user equipments (UEs), aided by

multiple IRSs as shown in Fig. 1. We aim to characterize the spa-

tial throughput of the system, defined as the achievable rate per

UE that has been averaged over the random IRS/UE locations as

well as the wireless channel fading. To this end, we first analyze

the IRS-related fading channel statistics, and show that the IRS-

reflected path exhibits the channel hardening effect and thus has

an approximately constant power gain, denoted by κ, over the

BS-UE direct path, which depends on the IRS-UE distance and

the number of IRS elements. Based on κ, we then propose a

practical association rule for assigning UEs with their nearby

IRS (if any). Next, we derive a closed-form expression for the

achievable rate of UEs averaged over channel fading, and then

characterize the spatial throughput of the network by averaging

over the random IRS and UE locations. Finally, we evaluate

the derived spatial throughput by simulations, and investigate

the effect of key system parameters on the spatial throughput

and the optimal IRS deployment strategy for maximizing it. It

is shown that the IRS-aided system outperforms a benchmark

FD relay-aided system when the number of IRSs exceeds a

certain value. Different from active relays which are shown to

be optimally deployed around the midpoint between the BS and

http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02447v3
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their served UEs to balance the BS-relay and relay-UE links,

IRSs mainly provide local coverage and should be deployed

close to their served UEs. Moreover, it is shown that the optimal

IRS deployment range from the BS depends on the number of

IRSs/elements per IRS, as well as the UE signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) distribution in the cell. Furthermore, it is shown that given

the total number of reflecting elements for IRSs, it is beneficial

to assemble more elements into fewer IRSs so as to maximize

the system spatial throughput, but at the cost of more spatially

varying rates of the UEs.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a single-cell multiuser system with one BS serving

a group of K UEs that are uniformly and randomly distributed

in the disc cell area with radius Rc meters (m) and centered

at the BS, as shown in Fig. 1. We consider the downlink

communication from the BS to UEs, whereas the results obtained

can be similarly applied to the uplink communication as well.

To facilitate our analysis, we assume that the transmission

bandwidth and time for a given duration is equally divided into

K orthogonal resource blocks (RBs), each assigned to one UE,

over which the channel is assumed to be flat-fading.

A set of M IRSs are deployed to assist the BS-UE com-

munications in the cell, which are assumed to be uniformly and

randomly deployed in the distance range [Rin, Rout] from the BS,

where 0 < Rin ≤ Rout < Rc in practice. Consider a typical UE 0

at any arbitrary location in the cell, whose nearest IRS is denoted

by IRS 0, as shown in Fig. 1. Denote l, r and d as the BS-UE

0, BS-IRS 0 and UE 0-IRS 0 horizontal distances, respectively.

Since IRS is effective in providing local signal enhancement, we

propose a practical association rule that UE 0 is associated with

its nearest IRS 0 if d ≤ D, where the range D will be specified

later in Section III-B. To maximize the passive beamforming

gain of the IRS to each served UE, we assume that its served UEs

are assigned in orthogonal-time RBs, i.e., at each time instant,

each IRS serves at most one UE. On the other hand, those UEs

outside range D of any IRS is served by the BS only (e.g., UE

1).

A. Channel Model

Consider that the BS and UEs are each equipped with a

single antenna, while each IRS has N reflecting elements. The

baseband equivalent channels from the BS to IRS 0, from

IRS 0 to UE 0, and from the BS to UE 0 are denoted by

hi , [hi,1, · · · , hi,N ]T ∈ C
N×1, hr , [hr,1, · · · , hr,N ]T ∈

CN×1, and hd ∈ C, respectively. Let φ , [φ1, · · · , φN ]
and furthermore denote Φ , diag{[ejφ1 , · · · , ejφN ]} (with j
denoting the imaginary unit) as the phase-shifting matrix of

IRS 0, where φn ∈ [0, 2π) is the phase shift by element n
on the incident signal.1 The cascaded BS-IRS-UE channel is

then modeled as a concatenation of three components, namely,

BS-IRS link, IRS reflecting with phase shifts, and IRS-UE link,

given by [4]

hir , h
T
i Φhr. (1)

1In this letter, we assume (maximum) unit amplitude for each reflection
coefficient to maximize the IRS beamforming gain to its served UE [4].

Assume that the cascaded channel phase ∠(hi,nhr,n) via

each IRS element n = 1, · · · , N can be obtained via channel

estimation [13]. The IRS then adjusts the phase shift φ such

that the N reflected signals are of the same phase at its served

UE’s receiver by setting φn = −∠(hi,nhr,n), n = 1, · · · , N . As

a result, we have

|hir| = |hi|T |hr| =
N
∑

n=1

|hi,n||hr,n|. (2)

We further assume that the BS-UE channel phase ∠hd is also

known and the IRS can perform a common phase-shift such

that hir and hd are co-phased and hence coherently combined

at the UE [4], with the overall channel amplitude denoted by

Z , |hir|+ |hd|.
For the BS-IRS, IRS-UE and BS-UE links, we assume a

block-fading channel which consists of distance-dependent path-

loss with path-loss exponent α ≥ 2 and an additional random

term ξ accounting for small-scale fading. The BS-UE channel

power gain is thus given by

|hd|2 , gdξd = β(l2 +H2
B)

−α/2ξd, (3)

where gd is the average channel power gain, HB denotes the

height of the BS and β = (4πfcc )−2 denotes the average

channel power gain at a reference distance of 1 m, with fc
denoting the carrier frequency, and c denoting the speed of

light. ξd ∼ Exp(1) is an exponential random variable (RV)

with unit mean accounting for the small-scale Rayleigh fading.2

Accordingly, |hd| follows the Rayleigh distribution with scale

parameter
√

gd/2, denoted by R
(
√

gd/2
)

.

Similarly, the channel power gains from the BS to the n-th

element of IRS 0, and from the IRS to UE 0 are given by

|hi,n|2 , giξi,n = β
(

r2 + (HB −HI)
2
)−α/2

ξi,n, (4)

and

|hr,n|2 , grξr,n = β
(

d2 +H2
I

)−α/2
ξr,n, (5)

where gi and gr denote the respective average channel power

gains, and HI denotes the height of the IRS.3 Therefore, we

have |hi,n| ∼ R
(√

gi/2
)

and |hr,n| ∼ R
(√

gr/2
)

.

B. Achievable Rate and Spatial Throughput

Denote the downlink transmit power for each UE as P0. If

the typical UE 0 is served by the BS only, then its received SNR

is given by

γ , |hd|2P0/σ
2 = |hd|2γ0, (6)

where γ0 , P0/σ
2, and σ2 denotes the receiver noise power.

On the other hand, if UE 0 is also served by IRS 0, we have

γ , Z2γ0 = (|hir|+ |hd|)2γ0. (7)

As a result, the achievable rate in bits/second/Hz (bps/Hz)

averaged over the fading distribution is given by

C , E{log2(1 + γ)}. (8)

Finally, denote C̄ , E{C} as the spatial throughput averaged

over the distributions of all UE and IRS random locations.

2The proposed method can be extended to account for other fading channels.
3For simplicity, we assume HB ≥ 1 m and HI ≥ 1 m to avoid unbounded

power gain when the horizontal distance l or d goes to zero.
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III. SPATIAL THROUGHPUT CHARACTERIZATION

In this section, we first derive the channel statistics and IRS

coverage/serving range D, based on which we then characterize

the spatial throughput C̄ of the IRS-aided multiuser system. Last,

we introduce a relay-aided benchmark system without using IRS.

A. Channel Statistics

Assume that the fading channels hd, hi,n and hr,n, n =
1, · · · , N are independent. Then for the BS-IRS-UE signal that

goes through element n, the channel amplitude is subject to

double-Rayleigh fading given by

|hir,n| , |hi,n||hr,n|. (9)

Note that for a double-Rayleigh distributed RV Y = X1X2

with independent X1 ∼ R(δ1) and X2 ∼ R(δ2), its mean and

variance are respectively given by

E{Y } , πδ1δ2/2, (10)

var{Y } , 4δ21δ
2
2(1− π2/16). (11)

Therefore, we have

E{|hir,n|} ,
π

4

√
gigr, (12)

var{|hir,n|} , (1− π2/16)gigr. (13)

Since the channel amplitudes |hir,n|, n = 1, · · · , N are

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), by the central

limit theorem (CLT), the composite amplitude for the BS-IRS-

UE channel for practically very large4 N can be approximated

by the Gaussian distribution, i.e.,

|hir| =
N
∑

n=1

|hir,n| approx.∼ N
(

NE{|hir,n|}, N var{|hir,n|}
)

= N
(

N
π

4

√
gigr, N(1− π2/16)gigr

)

. (14)

Denote µ and ω as the mean and standard deviation of |hir|,
respectively, whose ratio is given by

c0 ,
µ

ω
=

π
√
N√

16− π2
, (15)

which is a function of N only. (15) implies a “channel harden-

ing” effect where the mean µ increases faster than the standard

deviation ω as N increases, thus resulting in relatively less vari-

ations around the mean value. Channel hardening corresponds

to a nearly deterministic channel with improved reliability, and

requiring less frequent channel estimation.

As a result, the normalized channel power |hir|2/ω2 follows

the noncentral chi-square distribution with mean 1 + (µ/ω)2.

The average BS-IRS-UE channel power is thus given by

gir , E{|hir|2} = ω2 + µ2 = Gbfgigr, (16)

which is proportional to the average channel power product gigr

with the beamforming gain factor Gbf ,
π2

16N
2 +

(

1 − π2

16

)

N .

This is consistent with the O(N2) scaling law shown in [4].

Finally, the composite channel amplitude Z is the sum of a

Gaussian RV and an independent Rayleigh RV, whose probabil-

ity density function (pdf) can be obtained via the convolution of

4We consider electrically small IRSs [3], where each reflecting element is
typically bounded within a square region of side length around 1/5 wavelength.
Therefore, to fit into the size of 1 m2 at fc = 2 GHz, we have N > 1000,
while it can be even larger at higher frequency.

their individual pdfs. However, the resultant pdf of Z does not

render a closed-form integral value for the achievable rate C in

(8). To tackle this difficulty, we approximate the distribution of

Z2 by the Gamma distribution, whose mean and variance are

respectively given by

E{Z2} , E{(|hir|+ |hd|)2} = Gbfgigr +N
π

4

√
πgigrgd + gd, (17)

and var{Z2} , E{Z4}−(E{Z2})2, which can be obtained from

the first four moments of the Gaussian distributed |hir| and the

Rayleigh distributed |hd|, and thus is omitted here for brevity.

As a result, the Gamma distribution Γ[k, θ] with the same first

and second order moments as Z2 has the shape parameter k ,

(E{Z2})2/ var{Z2} and scale parameter θ , var{Z2}/E{Z2}.

In the following, we adopt Z2 approx.∼ Γ[k, θ].

B. IRS Coverage Range

In practice, IRS typically serves UEs in its proximity. Due
to this and by exploiting the channel hardening effect of the
IRS-reflected path, we propose a practical rule to determine
the IRS coverage/serving range D. Specifically, based on the
average channel power gains gir and gd which can be estimated
in practice, we define their ratio κ based on (3) and (16) as

κ ,
gir

gd

=
Gbfgigr

gd

= Gbfβ

(

(

r2 + (HB −HI)
2
)

(d2 +H2
I )

l2 +H2
B

)−α/2

,

(18)

which indicates the relative power gain of the IRS-reflected path

as compared to the BS-UE direct path.

Since IRS typically serves nearby UEs, we assume that

the distances from the BS to UE 0 and its serving IRS are

approximately equal, i.e., l ≈ r. As a result, we have gd ≈ gi

and hence

κ ≈ Gbfgr = Gbfβ(d
2 +H2

I )
−α/2, (19)

which decreases with d, thus suggesting IRS to be deployed as

close to its targeted UE(s) as possible. Therefore, given a certain

threshold κ̄, we can obtain an estimated IRS coverage range D
based on (19) such that κ ≥ κ̄ for d ≤ D, which is given by

D ≈
√

(Gbfβ

κ̄

)2/α −H2
I , (20)

which scales with O(G
1/α
bf ) and thus O(N2/α) as N increases.

C. Spatial Throughput

For fixed UE and IRS locations, the distances l, r and d are

given. For the case with d > D, the UE is served by the BS

only, with the achievable rate given by

C , E{log2(1 + γ)} = E|hd|2{log2(1 + |hd|2γ0)}
(a)
= E1

( 1

γ0gd

)

exp
{ 1

γ0gd

}

log2 e , Cd, (21)

where E1(·) is the exponential integral function available in

MATLAB, and (a) is due to the exponentially distributed |hd|2.

On the other hand, for the case with d ≤ D, we have

C , E{log2(1 + γ)} = EZ2γ0
{log2(1 + Z2γ0)}

(b)≈ 3F1(k + 1, 1, 1; 2;−θγ0)kθγ0 log2 e , Cir, (22)

where (b) is due to that Z2γ0 is approximated by the scaled

Gamma distribution Γ[k, θγ0], and the formulae [14, eq.(4),

eq.(8)], with pFq denoting the generalized hypergeometric func-

tion which is available in MATLAB.
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Based on the closed-form achievable rates in (21) and (22),

the spatial throughput C̄ over the spatial distributions of all UE

and IRS locations can be obtained as follows. Divide the UEs

into three disjoint groups in the range l ∈ [0, R1], (R1, R2]
and (R2, Rc], respectively, with R1 , max{0, Rin − ηD} and

R2 , min{Rc, Rout + ηD} where η ∈ (0, 1] is a given constant

to compensate for the boundary effect. C̄ is then given by

C̄ , E{C} =
S1

S
C̄1 +

S2

S
C̄2 +

S3

S
C̄3, (23)

where C̄1 , E{C}
∣

∣

R1

l=0
, C̄2 , E{C}

∣

∣

R2

l=R1

and C̄3 ,

E{C}
∣

∣

Rc

l=R2

denote the spatial throughput in the corresponding

distance range, respectively, which are weighted by their areas

(thanks to uniform UE distribution) given by

S1 , πR2
1, S3 , π(R2

c −R2
2), S2 = S − S1 − S3. (24)

For the UEs in the range l ∈ [0, R1], the pdf of l is given by

fl(l) , 2πl
S1

. Similarly, for the UEs in the range l ∈ (R2, Rc],

we have fl(l) ,
2πl
S3

. Note that the UEs in these two ranges are

mainly served by the BS only, whose achievable rate is given

by Cd. Therefore, we have

S1

S
C̄1 +

S3

S
C̄3 ≈ 2π

S

∫ R1

l=0

Cdl dl +
2π

S

∫ Rc

l=R2

Cdl dl. (25)

On the other hand, in the range l ∈ (R1, R2], we have C̄2 ,

C̄2,1 + C̄2,2, where C̄2,1 and C̄2,2 denote the spatial throughput

of UEs served by the BS only or jointly served by the IRS,

respectively. Specifically, C̄2,1 is given by

C̄2,1 , P
{

d > D
}

E
{

C
}
∣

∣

R2

l=R1

=
2π

S2
e
−λIπD2

∫ R2

l=R1

Cdl dl, (26)

where P
{

d > D
}

, e−λIπD
2

with λI ≈ M
π(R2

out−R2

in
)

denoting

the IRS density, and fl(l) ≈ 2πl
S2

denotes the approximated pdf

of l by treating these UEs to be uniformly distributed. On the

other hand, C̄2,2 is given by

C̄2,2 , E
{

Cir

}
∣

∣

D

d=0

∣

∣

R2

l=R1

=

∫ R2

l=R1

∫ D

d=0

Cirfd(d)fl(l) dd dl

(c)≈
∫ Rout

r=Rin

∫ D

d=0

Cir

∣

∣

l≈r
fd(d)fr(r) dd dr, (27)

where (c) follows from the approximation that l ≈ r; fr(r) ,
2r

R2
out−R2

in

denotes the pdf of r which follows from the uniform

distribution of IRS locations in the considered range; and

fd(d) , e−λIπd
2

2πλId denotes the pdf of the nearest UE-IRS

distance d. Finally, note that the integration in (25), (26) and (27)

involves one or two integrals over a finite range with closed-

form integrands, respectively, and thus the spatial throughput C̄
in (23) can be numerically evaluated efficiently.

D. Benchmark System with Active Relays

Consider a benchmark system without using IRS, but instead

using the ideal active FD and DF single-antenna relays assuming

perfect SIC to provide a performance upper bound. For fair

comparison with IRS, assume that both the BS and the relay

transmit with power P0/2, thus consuming the same total power

P0 for each UE.5 The achievable rate for the repetition-coded

5Other setups with different fixed transmit powers aP0 and (1−a)P0 at the
BS and relay can be considered, where 0 < a < 1 and similar rate performance
can be obtained with some changes to the optimal relay deployment range.
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Fig. 2: (a) Maximum spatial throughput and (b) optimal deployment
range with different number of IRSs/relays.

DF relaying [15] is thus given by

C , E

{

min
{

log2
(

1+
γ0

2
|h1|2

)

, log2
(

1+
γ0

2
|hd|2+

γ0

2
|h2|2

)}

}

,

(28)

where |h1|2 and |h2|2 denote the BS-relay and relay-UE chan-

nel power gains, which follow independent exponential dis-

tributions with mean g1 , β
(

u2 + (HB − HR)
2
)−α/2

and

g2 , β
(

v2+H2
R

)−α/2
, respectively, with HR denoting the relay

height, and u and v denoting the horizontal distances of the BS-

relay and relay-UE links, respectively. Since C in (28) does not

admit a closed-form expression, we resort to Monte Carlo (MC)

simulations to evaluate it numerically. On the other hand, each

UE can choose to be served by the BS directly, for which the

achievable rate is then given by (21).

Finally, consider MR available relays which are uniformly and

randomly deployed in the range u ∈ [Rin,R, Rout,R]. For practical

implementation, assume that each UE chooses the optimal mode

(direct or relay-aided) and serving relay based on the average

channel gains gd, g1 and g2, by substituting them into (21) and

(28) and comparing the estimated rates. The spatial throughput

of the relay-aided system is then evaluated via MC simulatioins.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we verify our analytical results for the

spatial throughput C̄ in (23) by MC simulations, and further

investigate the optimal IRS deployment for maximizing the

spatial throughput. Each MC simulation result is obtained by

averaging over 1000 randomly generated topologies, with 100

fading realizations per channel. The following parameters are

used if not mentioned otherwise: Rc = 250 m, HB = 20 m,

HI = 1 m, HR = 1 m, P0 = 1 mW per RB, σ2 = −110 dBm,

fc = 2 GHz, α = 2.5, K = 500, κ̄ = 0.1 and η = 0.1.

First, given the number of IRSs M or relays MR, we obtain

their optimal deployment range by 2-dimensional (2D) line

search to achieve the maximum spatial throughput in the IRS-

aided and relay-aided systems, respectively, where the results
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are plotted in Fig. 2. It is shown in Fig. 2(a) that the analytical

results for the IRS-aided system match well with those based

on MC simulations. In addition, the IRS-aided system signifi-

cantly improves the spatial throughput compared to the baseline

BS-only system, and with sufficient IRS elements (e.g., with

N = 2000 and M ≥ 50) even outperforms the FD relay-aided

system with MR = M active relays.

Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding optimal deployment range

[R∗
in,R, R

∗
out,R] and [R∗

in, R
∗
out] for the relay-aided and IRS-aided

systems, respectively. For the relay-aided system with increasing

MR, the relays are optimally deployed in the range around

R∗
in,R = 0 and R∗

out,R = 75 m, while further increasing MR

brings almost no throughput gain. Moreover, it is observed that

on average, a UE using the relay mode at distance l from the

BS is served by a relay at distance u ≈ 0.39l from the BS.

This suggests that the optimal relay position should be around

the midpoint between the BS and the served UE, in order to

balance between the BS-relay and relay-UE links in (28).

In contrast, in the IRS-aided system, each IRS provides local

coverage for its nearby UEs only, and hence the optimal IRS

deployment range expands as M increases, as shown in Fig.

2(b), with more regions covered by the newly deployed IRSs.

Moreover, as M further increases, the average distance from

IRSs to their served UEs gradually decreases, thus providing a

sustainable throughput growing. On the other hand, the optimal

IRS deployment range also depends on the SNR distribution in

the cell depending on the BS-UE distance l. Although the IRS

provides an approximately constant SNR gain factor (κ+1) for

a targeted UE at a given distance d away (see (18) and (19)),

the achievable rate C in (8) has the largest improvement for

UEs located somewhere in the medium SNR region, where the

IRSs are more preferably deployed so as to maximize the system

spatial throughput.

Next, we investigate another important IRS deployment issue,

i.e., how many IRSs M should be deployed given a total number

of reflecting elements Q , MN? To investigate the trade-off

between M and N , we consider an example setup where the

IRSs are deployed with equal spacing on a circle with radius

R centered at the BS. Consider a group of local UEs in K
located in the ring region l ∈ [R − Dmax, R + Dmax] which

can be potentially served by the IRSs, where Dmax is given by

(20) with N = Q. The spatial throughput C̄ and Jain’s fairness

index6 J for the UEs in K under different number of IRSs M
and pathloss exponent α are shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that

it is beneficial to assemble more elements into fewer IRSs, in

order to maximize the spatial throughput (or UEs’ average sum-

rate), but at the cost of reduced fairness in the UEs’ spatial rate

distribution. This phenomenon is also observed for various other

choices of Q, R and α. This is mainly due to the prominent gain

factor κ given in (19) which scales with O(N2), thus resulting

in significant rate improvement for nearby UEs, whose sum-rate

improvement compensates the generally reduced total coverage

area with fewer IRSs.

6Jain’s fairness index J is defined as J ,
(
∑

k∈K Ck)
2

|K|
∑

k∈K
C2

k

with Ck denoting

the achievable rate of UE k in (8), where a higher J represents better fairness.
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Fig. 3: Spatial throughput C̄ and fairness index J under different
pathloss exponent α and number of IRSs M with Q = MN = 5000
and R = 50 m.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This letter investigates a multiuser system aided by multiple

IRSs, and characterizes its achievable spatial throughput aver-

aged over channel fading and random IRS/UE locations. It is

shown that the spatial throughput of the IRS-aided system can

be superior than that of the FD-relaying based system even

assuming the ideal perfect SIC, as the number of IRSs/reflecting

elements increases. It is also shown that the active relays and

passive IRSs should be deployed with different strategies in the

network to maximize their respective throughputs, while IRSs

are preferably deployed to support local rate enhancement and

can provide a sustainable throughput growing. Different from

the single-user case where the IRS should be deployed near

the BS or user for rate maximization, in the multi-user system,

IRSs should be distributed in the whole network to maximize its

throughput. Moreover, an interesting throughput-fairness trade-

off is unveiled, where equipping more elements to fewer IRSs

helps improve the system throughput, but incurs more spatially

varying user rate distribution in the network.
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